Abstract. Point clouds are the main output of automatic data collection using laser-scanner technologies. The large numbers of points scanned from pipeline plants make the plant reconstruct very difficult. We have developed a system based on the Point cloud Library (PCL), to find, recognize and reconstruct 3D pipes within point-clouds fully automatically. The proposed approach consists of pre-processing point cloud data, segmentation, skeleton extraction and automatic cylinder fitting for pipeline. The presented results shows that the proposed method enables reliable 3D models of pipelines, which could be successfully incorporated into the reconstruction of a plant information modelling method and utilized for, assist maintenance and expansion of existing plants.
Introduction
Virtual three-dimensional (3D) scene reconstruction with the aid of laser scanning has attracted considerable for a wide variety of purposes, including plant operation, maintenance, and expansion of existing facilities. The aim of this study is to propose a fully automated process that allows construction of a 3D model of an entire pipeline structure from laser-scanned data. The rest of the paper is organized as show in the below Fig 1. (1) The pre-processing of point cloud is done by downsampling and grid-based region of interest (ROI) to speed up the computation of reconstruction of 3D pipeline [1] . (2) Segmentation process for clustering of point cloud belongs to same region [2] and [5] . (3) Skeletonization based on approximating medial axis [3] . (4) Automatic cylinder fitting on pipeline point cloud data [4] and [6] . 
Filtering point cloud data based on voxelgrid algorithm
The massive point cloud data obtained through the scanner is uneven in density together with a lot of noise, which will greatly affect the surface reconstruction. Firstly, 3D voxelgrid is created for the massive point cloud data approximating other points inside the voxel with the centroid of all points; then, the neighbourhood of discrete points is analysed statistically, calculating average distance of every point to its neighbouring points and filtering the outliers outside the reference ranges of average distance from the data set. Below figure shows a part of a big pipeline plant data filtered with voxelgrid algorithm based on PCL [1] . 
Segmentation of point clouds using smoothness constraints
Segmentation is one of the most fundamental procedures for the automation of point cloud processing. It is a points labelling process for point cloud data sharing similar properties are grouped together. This method performed using the smoothness constraints proposed by T. Rabbani et al., [2] and it has two steps: Normal estimation and region growing.
The normal at each point is estimated as the normal to the fitting plane obtained by applying the total least square method to the K nearest neighbours (KNN) of the point in the point cloud. As the number of points K is fixed, the method adapts the area of interest according to the point density. This method always uses the given number of points and avoids degenerate cases.
The region growing process starts from the first point, when the process meets an unlabelled point cluster, a new region is initiated, and the current unlabelled point cluster is added to the stack points. Then each time points pops one point and finds its KNN within a given residual threshold distance and grows the current region on the basis of calorimetrical similarity. The current growing process terminates when points is empty in input point cloud data. The result of segmented matched clouds is shown in Fig 3(a) . 
Skeletonization by approximating the medial axis.
Skeletonization of the segmented point cloud is performed using the L 1 -medial skeleton proposed by Hui Huang et al., [3] . A skeleton is a one-dimensional description of the object structure, it represents a unique global center of a given set of points. The structure can be seen as a localized center of the shape, i.e., a medial curve skeleton. Given an unorganized and unoriented set of points, investigate the following equation for L 1 -medial skeletons that leads to an optional set of projected points.
Where the term R(X) regularizes the local point distribution of X, I is the projected points X, and J is the set of input points Q. The weight function
is a fast decaying smooth functions with support radius h defining the size of the supporting local neighborhood for L 1 -Medial skeleton construction. Fig 3(b) shows the skeleton from the L 1 medial skeleton construction.
Automatic cylinder fitting for point cloud data.
The proposed technique for reconstructing the cylindrical shapes within the 3D point cloud is processed by creating plane slices at the start and end of the skeleton data and computing the average radius from point clouds intersect on plane to the skeleton data. Construct the 3d pipes with cylinders using PCL function applying computed radius and direction from start to end of skeleton data. For more accurate visualization for complicated 3D pipes, the plane slices are increased in predetermined interval along the skeleton point data. The results of the automatic cylinder fitting is show in the below Fig 4. Fig. 4 . Generated cylinder model
Conclusions
In this paper we proposed a method that can automatically fits the cylinders for the pipeline point clouds from laser-scanned data. The 3D point clouds are pre-processed with voxelgrid downsample for fast processing. The segmentation of the laserscanned point cloud data is performed on the basis of the smoothness constraint. The extracting skeleton from the segmented unorganized point cloud is computed by L 1 -medial skeleton. The automatic cylinder fitting is constructed on the classified segmented skeletons with corresponding radii. Thus, future research will be focused on the automatic cylinder fitting for pipeline point cloud using NURBS surface and constructing 3D model for pipes other shapes such as elbow and T-Junction.
